
Plymouth U3A - MUD Walks
62 Follow the Leat 2: Wheal Emma Leat & Ringleshuttes Mine
Thursday 4 May 2017
Walk Leader
John Reffell

Walk Format
Approximately 5 miles of rough open moorland, hilly in places with no shelter.

Locations to be visited
Venford Reservoir, Wheal Emma Leat, Holne Moor Cairns & Stone Row and Ringleshuttes Mine.

Meeting Place
Venford Reservoir car park SX 685 712 10:15 for 10:30 start.

Notes
This is the second MUD walk that follows a Dartmoor leat. The walk is partly based upon the book
Follow the Leat (1982) by John Robins, which was kindly donated by John Deacon.

This walk will follow on from the October 2016 MUD walk and walk a little more of the Wheal Emma
leat, we will then cross open moorland to get to the mine and then back to the car park via the stone
row.

History
Wheal Emma Leat

Wheal Emma leat was constructed in 1859 and was used to augment the water from the river
Mardle that powered the wheels of the Wheal Emma copper mine, located some 2 miles north west
of Buckfastleigh at SX 718 675. Although the river Mardle was near the mine, it could not reliably
supply a sufficient quantity of water, so a ten mile leat was constructed (6 miles as the crow flies).

Wheal Emma starts at the river Swinscombe near Fox Tor mire at SX 623 710, passes along the
Swincombe valley running a sinuous course and then traverses the contours beside Venford and
along Ricketts Hill before it finally drops down into the Mardle valley. A mile or so downstream of
the Mardle a head weir was used to divert the flow into the lower section of Wheal Emma and
thence to the mine workings.

William Crossing described in his 1912 guide the ‘leat rolling down the hill into the Mardle’, but its
useful life would have ended soon after that, and today is usually dry.

For some distance around Holme Moor it follows the Holne Moor leat built about a century before
to supply water to various farms, a corn mill and a woollen mill. This leat is still used in places.



Ringleshuttes Mine

There are extensive works at Ringleshuttes mine, but very little information has survived; however,
the operation must have been sufficiently extensive and survived long enough to warrant the
erection of a chimney and engine house in this remote part of the moor.

Initially the site was worked by streaming and a long shallow jumbled surface, lower than the
surrounding moorland by as much as 3m, runs roughly north-south up the hillside with a small
stream flowing within it. Unfortunately the site was partly redeveloped by later miners and the
distinctive pattern of ridges and troughs cannot be seen.

This is a difficult area to imagine, but there exist features of the later mine in the shape of a dressing
floor where coarse lumps of tin bearing rock would have been spalled: the practise of chipping lode
stuff away from waste rock, before it was crushed and the cassiterite extracted. This was connected
to the mine further up the hillside by a tramway which is almost impossible to see on the ground but
stands out in aerial views on Google Earth. Beside this tramway is a miner’s track and between the
two about half way between Sandy Lane and the top end of the track is a whim platform.

In the centre of the whim platform there would have been a heavy stone with a socket cut in the
upper surface. In this sat an upright axle carrying a large open lattice 'drum' around which a rope
was wound. A donkey or horse was then hitched to a cross member from the axle, so that when it
was walked in a circle in one direction the rope wound onto the drum and in the other it wound off
providing a crude winching system. This may have been for hauling on the tramway prior to the
steam engine and/or hauling in the 2 nearby shafts.

The stream works up the hillside continue above the route of Sandy Lane to the point where they
are cut by a shallow beam running roughly east-west. This marks the main lode; the source of the
alluvial tin. However, the stream works carry on up the hill as there is a second smaller parallel lode
further up the slope. The beam to the east is not much developed but to the west it soon becomes a
significant excavation dating from the second phase of development.

The beam in some places reached a depth of at least 10m, though a large quantity of waste rock
from the 19th century shaft workings was dumped into it. Consequently it would once have been
deeper at the top end than it now appears. There are also dumps of broken rock along the edges of
the beam, mostly coarse white granite but there is some cassiterite as dark orange to black crystals
associated with quartz and a grey peach rock matrix.

The beam is also up to 10m wide. This does not reflect the width of the lode, which may have been
only a few feet. However, the lode dipped slightly to the south so following it down from surface
would have necessitated removing more and more overburden. Beyond a certain point the lode
could potentially be worked underground but this would require extensive timbering and could be
very hazardous.

At the mouth of the beam is the site of the engine house, a relic of the 3rd phase of development of
the mine. Ringleshuttes was one of only a few mines on the moor which extensively used a steam
engine, for though it had deep, rich mineral lodes there is very little water on the high ridge for
water wheels. There are however surprisingly few records relating to the engine, whereas even at
smaller mines in the lowland mining fields the installation of a steam engine was usually well
documented and accompanied by a celebration when it was commissioned.

There are also no detailed records of production apart from 1.1 tons of tin raised in 1854-55, and the
mine was closed about 1900.



Holme Moor

Holne Moor is pocked-marked with costean and lode back pits, many hundreds in total and there is
a complex series of water capture channels and reservoirs which provided vital catchment in the
summer for water to work the mines. All down the valley are the streaming works, comprising a
series of shallow and narrow cuts and rock dumps that fan out slightly as they head up the hillside.

There are forty nine boundary stones in the area: they are marked with RDH on one side and PUDC
on the other. RDH signifies Richard Dawson, Lord of the Manor of Holne, who sold 700 acres of
catchment area for Venford Reservoir to Paignton Urban District Council (PUDC) in 1907.

Venford Reservoir

The 33 acre Venford Reservoir can hold up to 198 million gallons was opened in 1907 originally to
supply water to Paignton, but nowadays supplies water to the Widecombe and Ashburton areas.

By the side of the reservoir is a 3-way stamp which was used for the crushing of tin ore and comes
from a tin mill which nowadays is under the water (see below).

Photographs

Tin Stamp from mill now submerged under the reservoir



Ringleshuttes Mine looking towards Venford Reservoir

Ringleshuttes Mine Engine House & Chimney remains
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